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Abstract
Neural machine translation (NMT) has recently shown promising results on publicly avail-
able benchmark datasets and is being rapidly adopted in various production systems.
However, it requires high-quality large-scale parallel corpus and it is not always possible
to have sufficiently large corpus as it requires time, money and professionals. Hence, many
existing large-scale parallel corpus are limited to the specific languages and domains. In
this paper, we propose an effective approach to improve an NMT system in low-resource
scenario without using any additional data. Our approach aims at augmenting the original
training data by means of parallel phrases extracted from the original training data itself
using a statistical machine translation (SMT) system. Our proposed approach is based on
the gated recurrent unit (GRU) and transformer networks. We choose the Hindi-English,
Hindi-Bengali datasets for Health, Tourism and Judicial (only for Hindi-English) domains.
We train our NMT models for ten translation directions, each using only 5-23k parallel
sentences. Experiments show the improvements in the range of 1.38-15.36 BLEU points
over the baseline systems. Experiments show that transformer models perform better than
GRU models in low-resource scenarios. In addition to that, we also find that our proposed
method even beats SMT – which is known to work better than the neural models in
low-resource scenarios – for some translation directions.

In order to further show the effectiveness of our proposed model, we also employ our
approach to anther interesting NMT task e.g., old-to-modern English translation, using a
tiny parallel corpus of only 2.7K sentences. For this task, we use publicly available old-
modern English text which is approximately 1000 years old. Evaluation for this task shows
significant improvement over the baseline NMT.

1 Introduction

Neural machine translation (NMT) (Forcada and Ñeco 1997; Kalchbrenner and
Blunsom 2013; Cho, Van Merriënboer, Bahdanau, and Bengio 2014; Sutskever,
Vinyals, and Le 2014; Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2015) has recently drawn signif-
icant attention to the researchers due to its encouraging performance on publicly
available benchmark datasets (Bojar, Chatterjee, Federmann, Graham, Haddow,
Huck, Yepes, Koehn, Logacheva, Monz, et al. 2016) and rapid adoption in the
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production systems (Wu, Schuster, Chen, Le, Norouzi, Macherey, Krikun, Cao,
Gao, Macherey, Klingner, Shah, Johnson, Liu, Łukasz Kaiser, Gouws, Kato, Kudo,
Kazawa, Stevens, Kurian, Patil, Wang, Young, Smith, Riesa, Rudnick, Vinyals,
Corrado, Hughes, and Dean 2016; Crego, Kim, Klein, Rebollo, Yang, Senellart,
Akhanov, Brunelle, Coquard, Deng, et al. 2016; Junczys-Dowmunt, Dwojak, and
Hoang 2016). The key points of NMT are: it generates fluent outputs and it can
be implemented as a single end-to-end neural system unlike long-dominant phrase-
based Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) (Koehn, Och, and Marcu 2003) which
combines many sub-modules. The performance of an NMT system largely depends
on the amount of parallel data we have. It produces good translations when we
have sufficient training data, however, it performs poorly when the training data
size is insufficient. The size of this sufficient data for NMT training is in the order of
millions of parallel sentences (Lample, Ott, Conneau, Denoyer, and Ranzato 2018).
In contrast to NMT, SMT models are inherently known to be better than NMT in
the absence of enough training data.
Although SMT performs better than NMT in the absence of large parallel corpus,

there has been a growing interest among the researchers to build effective NMT
models in such scenarios as well. One reason that makes NMT a better choice,
even in the absence of sufficient data, is that NMT makes a huge jump in BLEU
score as the data size increases, whereas SMT improves with a fixed rate (Koehn
and Knowles 2017). NMT requires a huge amount of parallel data for building a
good translation system and absence of such corpora makes NMT suffer from the
adequacy problem (Koehn and Knowles 2017).
The quality of an NMT system heavily depends on the training data size. The

standard systems make use of parallel corpus having millions of sentences. However,
it is not that we only lack of training data for certain language pairs, but many
a times we also face with the problem of low-resource scenario for many domains
such as medical, tourism, judicial etc. In that case, translation again becomes a
challenging task because of the absence of the parallel data for the those domains.
For example, many Indic languages do not have enough parallel corpus required to
build the robust NMT systems. Only few thousands of parallel sentences are avail-
able (Jha 2010). In the absence of sufficient amount of data, a model learns poorly
because of the low-counts of source-target units. One of the major challenges of
NMT, irrespective of the training data size, is handling of the rare words. However,
if the data size is very small then most of the source-target pairs occur in very less
number.
In this work, we propose a method to substantially improve the NMT system for

low resource languages and/or domains. We extract phrase pairs from the original
training data using a phrase-based SMT (Koehn et al. 2003) training, and augment
the original training corpus by adding the most probable pairs as parallel sentence
pairs. By phrase, we do not necessarily mean any linguistic phrase–it is rather a
consecutive sequence of words. We evaluate our approach using the BLEU score
(Papineni, Roukos, Ward, and Zhu 2002) against the baseline models constructed
using the standard attention-based (Bahdanau et al. 2015) GRU (Cho et al. 2014)
and transformer based (Vaswani, Shazeer, Parmar, Uszkoreit, Jones, Gomez, Kaiser,
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and Polosukhin 2017) NMT systems. Our experiments show that our proposed
model attains significant performance gains over the baseline models under a very
low-resource scenario. Our approach is different from the existing approaches in the
following ways: (i). our system makes use of a relatively smaller corpus consisting
of only 5-23k parallel sentences; and (ii). we include the phrase pairs directly in the
training corpus treating as sentence pairs.
We summarize the key contributions and/or characteristics of our proposed ap-

proach as follows.

• We propose an effective NMT model with feedback from SMT phrases for
translating low-resource languages.

• We empirically establish that our proposed approach improves the perfor-
mance of NMT system under low-resource scenario, showing improvements
over the baselines for the English-Hindi and Hindi-Bengali language pairs.

• We empirically show that transformer works significantly better than the
attention-based GRU in low-resource scenarios.

• We also build an NMT system for old-to-modern English translation using
our proposed approach and observe significant improvement over the baseline.
Main intuition of doing this was to establish how generic and effective our
proposed approach is for translating the texts of completely different genres
and structures.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define
the problem and present the underlying motivation of our current work. Section
3 presents an overview of the existing literature. In Section 4, we describe the pro-
posed method. Section 5 and Section 6 discuss the datasets and experimental setup,
respectively. In Section 7, we report the results along with proper analysis. Finally,
in Section 8, we conclude with future work directions.

2 Problem Definition and Motivation

Both Neural Machine Translation (NMT) and Statistical Machine Translation
(SMT) require a large-scale high-quality parallel corpus for training a good-quality
machine translation (MT) system. Absence of such corpora makes NMT suffer from
the adequacy problem (Koehn and Knowles 2017). Creating a high-quality large-
scale parallel corpus is expensive as it requires time, money and professionals to
translate a large amount of texts. As a result, many of the existing large-scale
parallel corpora are limited to some specific languages and domains.

The quality of any machine translation system can be characterized by its ade-
quacy and fluency. The long-dominant SMT has been found to be good at handling
adequacy, but lacks in fluency. Recently, NMT has become the new state-of-the
paradigm to machine translation. However, it has been reported that NMT sacri-
fices adequacy at the cost of fluency (Koehn and Knowles 2017). The performance
of an NMT system greatly depends on the amount of parallel corpus: more the data
better is the performance. However, having sufficient corpus for training an NMT
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system is a challenge. The adequacy is a direct measure of how well an NMT sys-
tem learns mapping between the symbols in source and target languages. However,
NMT fails to capture these mappings when the parallel corpus is not enough. This
is often the case that sufficient parallel corpus are not available for many language
pairs as well as for some restricted domains. So, in order to help the NMT mod-
els learn the mapping between words in the absence of sufficient parallel corpus,
we extract phrases from the original training data and add to it (i.e. the original
training corpus) for better evidences. This, in turn, provides an implicit knowledge
about the mappings between the source-target pairs.
In our current work, we propose an effective approach for the translation of a

variety of texts and languages. Phrases extracted from SMT are fed as input to the
training of NMT. Firstly, we build the NMT systems for the resource-scarce Indian
languages, and secondly we translate the old English texts to the modern. India is a
multi-lingual country with a great linguistic and cultural diversities. The resources
and tools in the form of parallel corpus, morphological analyzers, Part-of-Speech
tagger etc. are readily not available in the required measures. Translating old text
to the modern text is very important for various purposes. Human languages are
constantly evolving and changing over time to reflect socio-cultural changes, fit cur-
rent conventions, mores, expressions, and needs. This change in a language often
requires “rewriting” the old texts for the modern readers in the same language. In
line with global trends, old texts are increasingly available in the forms that com-
puter can process. These ever expanding records (e.g. historical records, scanned
books, academic papers, large-scale corpora, maps etc.)—either digitally born or
reconstructed through digitization pipelines—are too big to be “rewritten” manu-
ally. We pose this rewriting of old text as a machine translation (MT) problem and
use our proposed method to improve this rewriting.

3 Related Work

Having enough parallel corpus is a big challenge in NMT and it is very unlikely
to have millions of parallel sentences for every language pair. A few attempts have
been made to build NMT systems for the low-resource language pairs (Sennrich,
Haddow, and Birch 2016a; Zhang and Zong 2016; Gulcehre, Firat, Xu, Cho, and
Bengio 2017), which incorporated huge monolingual corpus in the source and target
sides.
Sennrich et al. (2016a) have incorporated monolingual data on the target side to

investigate two methods of filling the source side of the monolingual data. In the
first method, they have used a dummy source sentence for every target sentence
and in the second method, they used a synthetic source sentence obtained via
back-translation. They claimed that the second method is more effective. However,
if there is not enough parallel data, quality of back-translation is again a problem.
Zhang and Zong (2016) explored the effect of incorporating large-scale source-

side monolingual data in NMT in different ways. In the first approach, inspired by
Sennrich et al. (2016a), they first built a baseline model and then obtained parallel
synthetic data by translating the monolingual data. This parallel data along with
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the original data is used for training an attention-based GRU system. The second
method used the multi-task learning framework to generate the target translation
and reorder the source-side sentences at the same time. They claimed that usage
of source-side monolingual data in NMT is more effective than that of SMT.
Gulcehre et al. (2017) have proposed two alternative methods to integrate mono-

lingual data on the target side, namely shallow fusion and deep fusion. In shallow
fusion, the top K hypotheses (produced by NMT) in each time step t are re-scored
using the weighted sum of the scores given by the NMT (trained on parallel data)
and a recurrent neural network-based language model (RNNLM). Whereas in deep
fusion, hidden states obtained at each time step t of RNNLM and NMT are con-
catenated and the output is generated from that concatenated state.
In recent times, Arthur, Neubig, and Nakamura (2016) have proposed a model to

incorporate translation lexicons through calculating lexical predictive probability
and adding this probability to the input of the Softmax. Feng, Zhang, Zhang, Wang,
and Abel (2017) proposed a method which extracted phrase translation dictionary
from the corpus using word alignment, and the phrase translation probability is
used in the NMT model to construct the local memory.
Zoph, Yuret, May, and Knight (2016) applied transfer learning for low-resourced

NMT. They trained a model on high resource language pair, and then the learned
parameters were used for training a low-resource language pair. However, it requires
selecting both the high and low resource language pairs to be of similar types (i.e.
closer to each other). So this approach may not work if the language pairs are
distant. There are two fundamental differences between our proposed approach
and theirs. Unlike theirs we do not use any large amount of additional parallel
corpus, rather we use a relatively smaller corpus.
Wang, Pham, Dai, and Neubig (2018) proposed simple data augmentation tech-

nique through randomly replacing words in both the source sentence and the target
sentence with other random words from their corresponding vocabularies. He, He,
Wu, and Wang (2016) have incorporated SMT features such as translation model,
language model under log-linear framework during the beam search of decoding
step.
Wang, Lu, Tu, Li, Xiong, and Zhang (2017); Wang, Tu, and Zhang (2018) have

proposed NMT model advised by SMT, where at each decoding step, SMT offers
additional recommendations and the recommendations are scored with a classifier
for combining with the NMT model in an end-to-end manner. Zhao, Wang, Zhang,
and Zong (2018) also have used phrase table as recommendation through adding
bonus to words worthy of recommendation, for helping NMT in predicting adequate
words.
NMT always shows weakness in translating the rare words. Fadaee, Bisazza, and

Monz (2017) have proposed an approach for handling rare words through data
augmentation for English-German language pair. Their approach also made use of
huge monolingual corpus for generating sentence pairs containing rare words and
these generated sentence pairs are used for training the NMT models. Though the
said pair does not fall under the low resource category, they created simulated
low-resourced settings to perform the experiments and claimed to have achieved
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substantial improvement on the BLEU score. However, in our experimental settings
we truly use the low resource languages, for which having a large monolingual corpus
is also a challenge.
Song, Zhang, Yu, Luo, Wang, and Zhang (2019) have investigated a data augmen-

tation method for constraining NMT with pre-specified translations. In this method,
source sentences in the training data are code-switched by replacing source phrases
with their target translations allowing the model to learn lexicon translations by
copying source-side target words. However, in our approach, we do not code-switch
the training data, instead we use phrase-pairs as training data.
Most of the earlier works related to NMT in low-resource scenario tried to incor-

porate monolingual data either in the source or target side. The effect of adding
monolingual data in NMT is similar to that of building language model on a large-
scale monolingual data in SMT. It makes output more fluent, however, NMT always
lacks in generating adequate output. Adding monolingual data does not contribute
much in improving the adequacy. A number of attempts related to low-resource
NMT also tried to expand the training data by adding the back-translated mono-
lingual data. At first a model is trained using the available training data, and then
the monolingual corpus is passed for translation. Quality of the parallel data ob-
tained from the translation of monolingual data depends on the size of the original
parallel data. If the data size is very small then the translated data may not help
much. However, the effect of adding source-target phrases into the training data is
less explored. An encoder-decoder based NMT (Bahdanau et al. 2015) was proposed
recently for old-modern English (Sen, Hasanuzzaman, Ekbal, Bhattacharyya, and
Way 2019).
Recently, unsupervised NMT (Lample et al. 2018; Artetxe, Labaka, and Agirre

2018; Ren, Zhang, Liu, Zhou, and Ma 2019; Lample and Conneau 2019), semi-
supervised NMT (Zhang, Liu, Li, Zhou, and Chen 2018) and unsupervised pre-
training (Ramachandran, Liu, and Le 2017) have been emerged and shown promis-
ing results on the related languages. These techniques require a huge amount of
monolingual data. It has been shown that pure unsupervised technique does not
work for distance language pairs, for example, the pairs we are dealing with in this
work (Guzmán, Chen, Ott, Pino, Lample, Koehn, Chaudhary, and Ranzato 2019).

4 Proposed Method

Our focus is on low-resource scenario, and in order to handle this situation we
add the phrase pairs extracted from the training corpus as feedback to the NMT
framework during training. Our proposed approach is not specific to any NMT ar-
chitecture. We perform experiments on two state-of-the-art neural networks namely
attention-based (Bahdanau et al. 2015) GRU and Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017)
models. Here, we briefly describe the two networks and then present the details of
the proposed method.
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Fig. 1: Attention-based GRU NMT architecture

4.1 Attention-based GRU

The goal of NMT is to translate a sequence of source words into a sequence of target
words with the help of a large neural network. The basic architecture of an NMT,
shown in Figure 1, uses two recurrent neural networks, one is called encoder and
other is known as the decoder. The encoder converts the source sentence into a dense
fixed-length vector and then the decoder generates target sentence from that vector.
But the main drawback of this encoder-decoder approach is that it fails drastically
as length of the input sentence grows. The encoder-decoder approach assumes that
the encoder can encode the whole sentence into a fixed length vector, which is not
realistic, specifically for the longer sentences. To mitigate this drawback, Bahdanau
et al. (2015) came up with an idea which focused on the whole input sentence while
generating the outputs.
Formally, given a sequence of source words x (= x1, x2, x3, ..., xTx

) and the pre-
viously translated i − 1 words y (= y1, y2, y3, ..., yi−1), the conditional probability
of the ith output yi is calculated as:

p(yi|x, y<(i−1)) = softmax(Woti) (1)

where, ti, the input to the softmax is computed as:

ti = tanh(Wssi +Weyi−1 +Wcci) (2)

whereWs,We,Wc,Wo are the model parameters. The hidden state si in the decoder
at time step i is computed as:

si = g(si−1, yi−1, ci) (3)

Here g is a nonlinear transform function, which is usually a long short-term memory
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(LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) or a gated recurrent unit (GRU) (Cho
et al. 2014), and ci is the context vector at time step i, which is calculated as a
weighted sum of the input annotations hj :

ci =

Tx∑
j=1

αijhj (4)

where, Tx is the length of the source sequence and hj is the encoder hidden
state at jth time step and computed using a nonlinear transformation (such GRU,
LSTM) function as:

hj = f(hj−1, xj) (5)

The normalized weight αij for hj is calculated as:

αij =
exp(eij)∑Tx

k=1 exp(eik)
(6)

eij = V T
a tanh(Uasi−1 +Wahj) (7)

where Va, Ua and Wa are the trainable parameters. All of the parameters in the
NMT model are optimized to maximize the following conditional log-likelihood of
the N parallel sentences

ℓ(θ) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

Ty∑
i=1

logp(yi|si, yi−1, ci) (8)

where, Ty is the length of the target sequence.

4.2 Transformer Network

In recurrent network, the representation at time step i is dependent of previous
time stamps. Vaswani et al. (2017) proposed the transformer network, block di-
agrammatic representation is shown in Figure 2, which completely depends on
self-attention and removes the recurrent operations found in the previous NMT
approach – allowing for parallelization of computing at all time stamps in encoder-
decoder. However, in the absence of recurrence, to capture the token position within
the input sentence, a positional encoding is added with each input embedding be-
fore passing to the encoder. The encoder consists of several identical layers. Each
layer is composed of mainly two sub-layers: a multi-head self-attention layer and a
position-wise feed-forward network layer. The decoder consists of several identical
layers like encoder and operates in a similar to encoder. In addition to the two
sub-layers in encoder, decoder inserts a third sub-layer, which performs multi-head
attention over the output of the encoder. Each of these sub-layers is followed by a
layer called normalization. The decoder works similar to the decoder in Bahdanau
et al. (2015) and generates one token at a time using a softmax layer. For more
specific details of the network, please refer to Vaswani et al. (2017).
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Fig. 2: Transformer architecture

Mathematically, as in (Vaswani et al. 2017), positional encoding is defined as

PE(pos,2i) = sin(pos/100002i/d) (9)
PE(pos,2i+1) = cos(pos/100002i/d) (10)

where pos is the position, i is the ith is the dimension of a d dimensional input
vector. Self-attention is defined as

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V (11)

where, Q, K, V are the queries, keys, values packed together into matrices. dk is
the ratio of d to number of heads denoted as h. One Multi-head is a concatenation
of multiple h heads, defined as

MultiHead(Q,K, V ) = Concat(head1, ..., headh)W
O (12)

where headi = Attention(QWQ
i ,KWK

i , V WV
i ) (13)

(14)

where the projections are parameter matricesWQ
i ,WK

i ,WO ∈ Rd×dk . Feed-forward
network in each layer of the encoder and decoder is formulated as

FFN(x) = max(0, xW1 + b1)W2 + b2 (15)

where the projections are parameter matrices W1,W2 ∈ Rd×d.
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4.3 Data Augmentation

The NMT models are extremely data hungry and in the absence of large training
corpus it does not learn the model parameters properly. In our work, we propose an
approach for training NMT models using small corpora, especially under a situation
for translating domain specific small corpora.
The overall process flow of our architecture is depicted in Figure 3. The core idea

is to provide more information about the alignment between the source and target
phrases. When a sentence pair is passed through an encoder-decoder, the sentence
pair does not carry any information about the mapping between the source and
target phrases. The model learns the translation mappings implicitly by predicting
and rectifying the error over a large parallel corpus. However, the model fails to learn
the association between the phrases when the corpus size is small. So, apart from
feeding sentence pairs into the network, we also feed phrase pairs as the training
examples. This gives an illusion of having a larger corpus.

NMT (Enc-Dec 
/ Transformer)

Output
Parallel 
Corpus

Parallel 
Phrases

Augmented 
Parallel 
corpus

SMT

Input

Training Test

Fig. 3: Our proposed phrase injection NMT approach.

In order to perform this feedback mechanism, we first extract parallel phrases
from the corpus, and then add these parallel phrases in the training set. To extract
parallel phrases, we use the Moses (Koehn, Hoang, Birch, Callison-Burch, Federico,
Bertoldi, Cowan, Shen, Moran, Zens, et al. 2007) SMT system. We train a source-
target phrase-based SMT (Koehn et al. 2003) and extract all the phrase pairs from
the phrase table. Out of these, many parallel phrases are not sound, i.e. there can
be many incorrect source-target alignments (Koehn et al. 2003). We set different
conditions while choosing the phrases from the phrase table. Assume every source
phrase e is aligned to a set of target phrases F = (f1, f2, ..., fn). Note that n may
vary for each source phrase. So, for each source phrase e in the phrase table, we
extract three sets of parallel phrases:

1. First Set (Setp≥0.5): set of parallel phrases (e, ft) provided P (ft|e) ≥ 0.5.
2. Second Set (Setp=1.0): set of parallel phrases (e, ft) provided P (ft|e) = 1.0.
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3. Third Set (Setall): for this set, we consider all the phrase pairs from the phrase
table.

Since the number of phrase pairs is larger than the number of original parallel
sentences, to maintain a fair ratio between them, we use the following formula for
combining phrase pairs with the original training set.

Augmented Corpus = N × Original corpus + Extracted phrase pairs (16)

We combine the extracted set (of parallel phrases) with N times of the original
corpus, where N is calculated as

N =
Number of extracted phrase pairs

Number of original parallel sentences
Without this, training set will contain mostly the phrases and as the phrases are

smaller in length, they may make the model biased towards the phrase length.

5 Datasets

For experiments, we use English-Hindi and Hind-Bengali parallel corpora from the
multilingual Indian Language Corpora Initiative (ILCI) Jha (2010). The ILCI par-
allel corpora are from the two domains: Health (ILCI-H) and Tourism (ILCI-T),
each of these comprising of 25k parallel sentences. These corpora have insufficient
number of parallel sentences compared to the other language pairs found in liter-
ature. Indian languages do not have sufficient corpus required to train an NMT
system and thus they fall under the low-resource category as the standard NMT re-
quires millions of parallel sentences for training. For experimentation, we randomly
split each corpus into three sets: Train, Test, and Dev. Details are shown in Table
1.
For judicial domain data, we use IIT Bombay English-Hindi parallel corpus

(Kunchukuttan, Mehta, and Bhattacharyya 2018). It consists of parallel sentences
from miscellaneous domains and out of which only 7561 parallel sentences belong
to the judicial domain. For experiments, we randomly split these judicial domain
parallel sentences into Train, Dev, and Test sets consisting of 5561, 1000, 1000,
respectively.
As old English texts, we use the publicly available The Homilies of the Anglo-

Saxon Church1 by Ælfric of Eynsham (c.950 – c.1010) who was a prolific author in
old English and its translation by Benjamin Thorpe (c.1782 – c.1870) as modern
English texts. We call it OE-ME corpus.
The OE-ME corpus is tiny in size and it has 720 parallel paragraphs in 40 sections.

Most of the parallel paragraphs have equal number of OE-ME parallel sentences
which help in aligning the parallel sentences. Some parallel paragraphs are discarded
as they do not have equal number of OE-ME sentences to avoid misalignment which

1 https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Homilies_of_the_Anglo-Saxon_Church
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gives rise to a total of 3,716 parallel sentences. We do not use any sentence aligner as
only a few sentences are discarded. We randomly split it into three sets: Train, Test,
and Dev containing 2,716, 500, and 500 sentences, respectively. For tokenization, we
use tokenizer.perl which is part of the Moses SMT system. Details of the datasets
are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Dataset statistics showing the number of sentences and tokens. By old,
we refer to old English and by mod, we refer to modern English.

#Sent #Token #Sent #Token #Sent #Token
English Hindi Hindi Bengali old mod

Health
Train 23,000 395,859 413,124 22,012 392,993 318,967 - - -
Test 1000 17,064 17,7626 956 16,902 13,709 - - -
Dev 1000 17,006 17,746 950 16,764 13,600 - - -

Tourism
Train 23,000 392,557 390,463 21,950 371,415 302,726 - - -
Test 1000 17,010 16,947 1000 16,929 13,870 - - -
Dev 1000 16,731 16,693 1000 17,169 14,001 - - -

Judicial
Train 5,561 134,745 144,244 - - - - - -
Test 1000 24,322 26,165 - - - - - -
Dev 1000 23,819 25,420 - - - - - -

-
Train - - - - - - 2,674 72,207 77,914
Test - - - - - - 500 14,001 15,176
Dev - - - - - - 500 14,349 15,638

6 Experimental Setup

Attention-based GRU Models: We use Nematus (Sennrich, Firat, Cho, Birch,
Haddow, Hitschler, Junczys-Dowmunt, Läubli, Miceli Barone, Mokry, and Nadejde
2017) for training the NMT models. Our neural models are trained on word level.
We create vocabulary from the training set for the different systems. The size of the
vocabularies used in training the models are shown in Table 2. The augmented data
size for each model is shown in Table 3. We set the embedding size as 128, hidden
size as 256 and the learning rate as 0.001. Note that we tried higher embedding
and hidden dimensions but did not work as the training data size is very small.
Encoder and decoder are 2-layered GRU blocks. The models are trained with mini-
batch size of 40 and we restrict the maximum sentence length to 80. We use the
Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2015) for optimizing the models. The training
stops on meeting the early-stopping criteria. We use the early stopping based on
BLEU measure with early-stopping patience value 10. All the models run for 110-
130k (approx.) updates before the early-stopping. For decoding, we set the beam
size as 3. For the other parameters, default values were used.

Transformer-based Models: For training the models, we use Sockeye (Hieber,
Domhan, Denkowski, Vilar, Sokolov, Clifton, and Post 2017), a toolkit for NMT.
We set default the embedding dimension of 512, hidden dimension of 512, learning
rate of 0.0002, dropout rate of 0.2. Number of layers in each of encoder and decoder
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is 6. Number of multi-head attention is 8. We use Adam optimizer (Kingma and
Ba 2015) optimizer. We keep mini-batch size of 2000 words2.

Phrase Extraction: We use the Moses (Koehn et al. 2007) toolkit for training a
phrase-based SMT system. The phrase table, generated during training, is used for
extracting the phrases. For training, we keep the following settings in the Moses:
grow-diag-final-and heuristics for word alignment, msd-bidirectional-fe for reorder-
ing model, and 4-gram language model (LM) with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing
(Kneser and Ney 1995) using KenLM (Heafield 2011). However, we note that the
order of LM does not affect the phrase table.

Table 2: Vocabulary size of different NMT systems. O: Old, M: Modern

English↔Hindi Hindi↔Bengali O→M English

Health 17,141 21,434 20,903 24,623 - -
Tourism 24,861 28,168 27,411 33,080 - -
Judicial 9,795 8,777 - - - -
- - - - - 8,878 5,102

Table 3: Training data sizes for different models after adding phrases. E: English,
H: Hindi, B: Bengali, O: old, M: modern

Model Health Judicial Tourism O→M
E ↔ H H ↔ B E ↔ H E ↔ H H ↔ B E

Baseline 23,000 22,012 5,561 23,000 21,950 2,674
+ Setp≥0.5 635,085 1,442,262 239,227 642,446 1,475,416 385,015
+ Setp=1.0 457,103 1,218,393 165,498 486,240 1,258,791 341,659
+ Setall 1,516,959 1,973,514 511,360 1,641,803 1,926,374 485,739

We train the following three types of NMT models for each of health, tourism
and judicial domain corpora.

1. Baseline: The NMT model is trained only on the original parallel corpus.
2. Baseline + Setp≥0.5: the NMT is trained on the original parallel corpus along

with phrase pair set Setp≥0.5 (see Sec. 4.3).
3. Baseline + Setp=1.0: the NMT is trained on the original parallel corpus along

with phrase pair set Setp=1.0 (see Sec. 4.3).

2 Sockeye supports word based batching too.
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4. Baseline + Setall: the NMT model is trained on the original parallel corpus
along with phrase pair set Setall (see Sec. 4.3).

The number of training examples for the systems as mentioned above are shown in
Table 3.

7 Results and Analysis

We evaluate the models on the test sets using BLEU metric (Papineni et al. 2002).
Table 4 summaries the results of different systems, and in Table 10, we show some
example outputs obtained from these systems. We plot the BLEU scores of the
different translation systems in Figure 4 and 5 for comparison with the baselines.

HE-H HE-T HE-J EH-H EH-T EH-J HB-H HB-T BH-H BH-T
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Fig. 4: Comparison of different attention based GRU models. HE: Hindi→English,
EH: English→Hindi, HB: Hindi→Bengali, BH: Bengali→Hindi. H for Health, T for
Tourism and J for Judicial.

7.1 Attention-based GRU vs. Transformer

Both attention-based GRU and transformer based models are improved by our
phrase-augmentation approach. However, if we compare them, transformer based
models are better than the attention-based GRU models for all the translation
directions. Transformer-based models result in better baselines than the GRU-based
models. Also, SMT is known to work better than the neural models in the absence
of sufficient training data. But with our approach, transformer-based models perform
better than the SMT based baselines (for 5 translation directions, c.f. Table 4) and
for rest of the translation directions, our approach with transformer networks obtain
the competitive (with SMT) results.
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Fig. 5: Comparison of different transformer models. HE: Hindi→English, EH:
English→Hindi, HB: Hindi→Bengali, BH: Bengali→Hindi. H for Health, T for
Tourism and J for Judicial.

Table 4: BLEU scores of different models. ▲: improvement over baseline. ↑ : pos-
itive improvement. *: Better than SMT. H: Health, T: Tourism, J: Judicial

Model Hindi→English English→Hindi Hindi→Bengali Bengali→Hindi Old→Mod
H T J H T J H T H T English

SMT 23.07 24.39 29.36 20.64 19.24 26.75 28.50 25.09 29.81 29.62 39.95
Attention-based GRU

Baseline 14.02 12.14 6.97 14.04 12.26 11.25 18.11 13.81 21.2 19.04 10.03
+ Setp≥0.5 18.53 20.79 18.21 14.88 15.95 20.69 20.39 19.25 21.64 20.46 25.41
+ Setp=1.0 19.43 19.75 22.33 16.35 16.67 17.19 20.70 18.76 22.58 22.06 20.83
+ Setall 18.73 18.22 21.39 16.14 14.92 19.74 20.93 18.08 21.45 21.42 28.76
▲ 5.41 ↑ 8.65 ↑ 15.36 ↑ 2.31 ↑ 4.41 ↑ 9.44 ↑ 2.82 ↑ 5.44 ↑ 1.38 ↑ 3.02 ↑ 18.73 ↑

Transformer
Baseline 22.08 20.41 25.34 20.71 17.44 21.84 22.81 18.90 24.92 22.92 27.94
+ Setp≥0.5 25.70∗ 23.59 29.85∗ 22.24 19.66 25.99 27.04 24.00 28.74 26.42 33.40
+ Setp=1.0 24.65 24.40∗ 29.43 23.97∗ 19.74∗ 25.50 26.17 23.47 28.90 26.88 32.67
+ Setall 25.63 23.80 29.19 23.01 18.19 25.53 26.03 23.73 28.51 26.86 33.61
▲ 3.68 ↑ 3.99 ↑ 4.51 ↑ 3.26 ↑ 2.30 ↑ 4.15 ↑ 4.23 ↑ 5.10 ↑ 3.98 ↑ 3.96 ↑ 5.67 ↑

7.2 Comparative Systems

Here we compare our proposed approach with some of the well-explored techniques
in low-resource NMT such as sub-word level NMT (Sennrich, Haddow, and Birch
2016b), back-translation (Sennrich et al. 2016a), and more in line with our proposed
approach, as well as pre-translation (Niehues, Cho, Ha, and Waibel 2016). Recently,
Transformer based models have outperformed the attention-based GRU models on
the various benchmark datasets, and have become the state-of-the-art technique
in NMT. This is also evident from the evaluation results that we obtain. Hence,
we focus only on the Transformer-based models for comparison. We compare our
approach for English-Hindi translation direction involving Health domain data.

Pre-translation for NMT Niehues et al. 2016 have proposed two methods to
improve the NMT with the help of phrase-based SMT system. In the first method,
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authors first trained a source-to-target SMT system, and then using the SMT sys-
tem they translated the entire training data from source-to-target. Thereafter, they
trained a monolingual NMT system from the translated-target to original target.
Second method is almost the same as the first but the NMT system is trained
to predict the target from the combination of original source and translated out-
put of SMT system. The difference between our approach and the Pre-translation
technique is that we consider the phrase pairs extracted from the phrase table as
the additional parallel data, whereas the authors (Niehues et al. 2016) trained a
monolingual NMT system to correct the outputs produced by a phrase based SMT
system. We follow the same approach as in Niehues et al. 2016, and the results are
shown in Table 5.
From the Table 5, we observe that Pre-translation and Mixed Pre-translation

strategies do not improve over the SMT and NMT models rather they degrade the
performance.

Back-translation For this, we first generate synthetic parallel data by translat-
ing 100K monolingual sentences from the Hindi monolingual data (Bojar, Diatka,
Rychlỳ, Stranák, Suchomel, Tamchyna, and Zeman 2014) into English. Then we
use these synthetic parallel sentences along with the original parallel data to train
a Transformer based system for English→Hindi. From Table 5, we observe that the
BLEU score is lower than the system (Transformer) using only the original parallel
data. Though it has been shown in literature that back-translation helps in improv-
ing the BLEU score, but it is also sensitive to the domain of the back-translated
data. The monolingual Hindi data (Bojar et al. 2014) is from a mixed domain,
crawled from the web. This shows back-translation may not be always useful.

Table 5: Comparative systems for English-Hindi for Health domain

System BLEU Score

SMT 20.64
Transformer 20.71
Pre-translation (Niehues et al. 2016) 20.40
Mixed Pre-Translation (Niehues et al. 2016) 19.58
Transformer with Back-translation 18.75
Proposed best model 23.97

PhraseNet Tang, Meng, Lu, Li, and Yu (2016) have proposed PhraseNet in
which decoder generates a word in word mode or a phrase in phrase mode. As the
code of the PhraseNet is not available, we re-implement it to compare with our
proposed method. Here, we first mathematically describe the approach and then
present our results. Suppose, at time t− 1, the decoder has generated yt−1 in word
mode and the current decoder state is st.
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1. Compute the word mode (= 1) and phrase mode (= 0) probabilities as:

p(zt = 1|st; θ) = fz(st)

p(zt = 0|st; θ) = 1− fz(st)

2. If zt = 0 (word mode), generate a word wi based on st from the regular word
vocabulary as:

pw(yt = wi|st, 0; θ) = fw(st)

3. If zt = 1 (phrase mode), generate target phrase pj as:

pp(yt = pj |st, 1; θ) = fp(st)

4. Calculate the final probabilities and sample the next word (or phrase):

p(yt = wi) = p(zt = 0|st; θ)p(wi|st, 0; θ)
p(yt = pj) = p(zt = 1|s2; θ)p(pj |st, 1; θ)

p(yt) =

[
p(yt = w)

p(yt = p)

]
where the size of p(yt) is np plus the number of words in the vocabulary. The
value of the hyper-parameter np is set to 5. The next word or phrase will be
sampled according to p(yt). For more details, see Tang et al. 2016.

We re-implement PhraseNet using PyTorch (Paszke, Gross, Chintala, Chanan,
Yang, DeVito, Lin, Desmaison, Antiga, and Lerer 2017). We compare our approach
with PhraseNet for English-Hindi translation direction involving Health domain
data. Tang et al. (2016) have experimented with embedding dimension 620 and
hidden dimension 1000. As our data size is smaller, we experiment with different
embedding dimensions and hidden dimensions. We present the results in Table 6.
We observe from this table that our proposed approach outperforms PhraseNet
with a significant BLEU point.

Table 6: Comparison of our approach (using attention-based GRU) with PhraseNet
for English-Hindi for Health domain. In parenthesis, we show the dimension.

System BLEU Score

PhraseNet (embedding = 620 and hidden = 1000) 9.62
PhraseNet (embedding = 128 and hidden = 256) 12.05
PhraseNet (embedding=300 and hidden = 600) 12.65
Our Approach with Setp≥0.5 15.95
Our Approach with Setp=1.0 16.67
Our Approach with Setall 14.92

Subword level NMT We train subword level transformer systems (baseline
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and our approach) for English-Hindi direction for Health domain, and the results
are shown in Table 7. We consider 10,000 merge operations for each language in-
dependently. From the Table 7, we see that our approach at the subword-level also
outperforms the baseline system.

Table 7: Our approach using Transformer at sub-word level for English-Hindi
direction on Health domain.

System BLEU Score

Subword (Sennrich et al. 2016b) 21.58
Our Approach with Setp=0.5 23.27
Our Approach with Setp=1.0 22.33
Our Approach with Setall 23.18

7.3 Quantitative Analysis

From Figure 4, it is very much evident that the baseline NMT systems are outper-
formed by all of our proposed systems based on attention-based GRU and trans-
former based approach. As the data size is too small for an NMT, we feed the phrase
level translation during training. The intuition is that the added phrases provide
more information about the association among the phrases, and this helps in the
learning process. The baseline model finds it too difficult to learn this association
from the original training set with a few parallel sentences. The baselines for differ-
ent language pairs (and translation directions) are trained on the original training
sentences, whereas in our proposed method we feed the extracted phrases into the
model. We can see the differences those additional phrase level translations make.
Though we do not use any external data, still, we obtain significant improvements
over the baselines for all the translation systems. We observe the improvement of
1.38 (for Bengali→ Hindi(Health)) to 8.65 (for Hindi→English (Tourism)) BLEU
points. For Hindi→English (Tourism), we observe the highest improvement.
Surprisingly, for all the translation directions, the improvements are more in case

of the tourism domain compared to the health domain. The possible reason behind
this can be explained as follows: tourism domain corpora have more named entities
(mostly location names) compared to the health domain corpora, and when we
feed phrase pairs as sentences, those named entities (source-target pairs) are also
included in the system. Thus, the system learns better alignment between these, and
as a result the overall translation quality is improved. We see, from the table, that
without this additional phrases the baseline for tourism domain always performs
poorer than the baselines for the health domain. Thus, the additional phrases make
the improvements more visible.
We also notice that- when translating from morphologically rich (Hindi) to poor
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(English) language- the improvements are higher as compared to the setup in the
opposite direction, i.e. English to Hindi translation.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of different NMT models with incremental original training
data.
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Fig. 7: Performance of proposed method with different phrase lengths.

For old-to-modern English system, the baseline model has BLEU of 10.03 and
the proposed models are better than the baseline model. Out of the three proposed
models, the model using all phrases (Baseline+Setall) yields the best performance
with 28.76 BLEU points. However, the difference between the baseline and the
proposed models are huge because the old-to-modern systems have original training
data of only 2.7K parallel sentences. As a result, the baseline model does not learn
the mappings well and our models have better scope in learning the mappings.
Along with NMT, we also train SMT systems. SMT systems are known to be good

for situations when we do not have enough parallel corpus and with no surprise, we
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observe that SMT models perform better than the NMT models. However, there
are good reasons for considering NMT when we do not have sufficient amount
of parallel corpus. Improvement of NMT quality with the increase in data size is
huge as compared to SMT (Koehn and Knowles 2017). Other reasons to consider
SMT are: NMT follows an end-to-end framework generating more fluent outputs
than the SMT systems. The phrases that are added to the original training corpus
have lengths from 1 to 7. So, we did a study on the effect of phrase length on the
overall system performance. Apart from the sets as mentioned in Section 4.3, we
also consider only the phrases with lengths 1, 3, 5 and 7 from the set Setp=1.0

for augmenting to the original training corpus. Experiments show that all these
sets of phrases improve the performance of the baseline system. However, while
we consider all the phrases (of length 1 to 7) we obtain the best BLEU score.
Experimental results are shown in Figure 7.
We use three types of training data in terms of the number of sentences: with 2.7K

parallel sentences (for old-to-modern English), 5.5k parallel sentences (for Judicial
domain) and 23k parallel sentences (for Health and Tourism domains). However,
the improvements are higher for the smaller datasets (c.f. Table 1 for data size and
Table 4 for the improvements). For example, old-to-modern English system has
the highest improvement, whereas the systems trained using 23k sentences have
relatively less improvements. Hence, we take one system (English→Hindi) with
lower improvement, and apply our proposed approach to see how it behaves while
we have relatively smaller sets (of 5k, 10k, and 15k parallel sentences). These smaller
sets were taken from the original training data.
From the experimental results as shown in Figure 6, we observe that improve-

ments are higher for the smaller amount of data. This implies that NMT models,
as we know, fail when the data size is small, but the extracted phrases help up to
a certain level.
Since we use phrase pairs as training data, it is obvious that most of the train-

ing samples are relatively short. Thus, it is interesting to see if this affects the
translation quality for different length intervals. For this we split the testset for
English-Hindi (Health) according to the different length intervals (such as <10,
10-20, 20-30, 30-40 and >40) and score using transformer (setp=1) based model.
The BLEU scores for these intervals are 23.84, 26.67, 21.03, 21.23 and 27.63 and
the sentence counts are 172, 508, 236, 60 and 18, respectively.

7.4 Qualitative Analysis

In this section, we present our observations on the quality of outputs produced
by the proposed systems as compared to the baseline models. From Table 10, for
English→Hindi (Health), we observe that the output of the baseline system is not
adequate as the translation of “lungs” is dropped and “second stage” is translated
twice. These kinds of errors are very common in any NMT system. This is be-
cause the baseline model (trained only on the original training set) does not learn
the mappings between these phrases as the corpus is very small. In contrast, our
proposed system produces better translation output.
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Table 8: Fluency: SMT vs. NMT systems. Word-to-word translation shown in
brackets.

Source Cough fills up inside lungs in the second stage .
Reference दसूरी अव था म फेफड़ म कफ भर जाता है ।

(second stage in lungs inside cough fills up)
SMT फेफड़ म कफ भर दसूरी टेज म है ।

(lungs in cough fills second stage in)
NMT दसूरे चरण म फेफड़ के अंदर कफ भर जाता है ।

(second stage in lungs inside cough fills up .)

From Table 10, we observe that for English → Hindi (Tourism) system, all the
models including baseline generate the good quality translations. However, there are
some failure cases. For example, the proposed model Baseline+Setall over-translates
the source word “idol”.
Now we look into the quality of translation produced by the related language

pair, e.g. Hindi-Bengali. The Hindi → Bengali (Health) baseline system generates
the incorrect output, and the outputs generated by our proposed systems are of
good quality.
For Hindi → Bengali (Tourism), the output of the baseline system is incorrect

and only a few source words (इंिदरा गाँधी, है, जहाँ, उनकी ) are correctly translated,
whereas our proposed systems produce partially correct translations. However, one
important point we observe for Hindi → Bengali (Tourism) models: all the three
systems made similar kinds of mistakes by incorrectly translating the place names.
For example, while the baseline model drops the translation of “चंडीगढ़" (Chandi-
garh), our two proposed models wrongly translate the place names into “ কালকাতা"
(Kolkata) and “দীঘায়” (Digha). One advantage of continuous representation of words
is that it enables NMT to learn the semantic similarity between the related words
(e.g house and home). However, this also introduces a drawback in the NMT sys-
tem, which often wrongly translates into the words that seem natural in the context,
but does not reflect the source words.
We also conduct a study on the fluency of output translations. Though the SMT

systems have better BLEU scores than the NMT systems, we found that NMT
outputs are more fluent than the SMT ones. Few examples are shown in Table 8.
From Table 4, we see the Bengali→Hindi for Health domain has the least improve-
ment (1.38 BLEU points) compared to that of the other systems. In order to check
if the said improvement is significant, we perform the statistical significance test
based on the bootstrap re-sampling (Koehn 2004). We found that the improvement
is significant at the confidence level 95% with p-value 0.001.
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Table 9: Some translation outputs by different attention-based encoder-decoder
NMT systems. Word-to-word English translation is shown in brackets.

English → Hindi (Health)
Source Cough fills up inside lungs in the second stage .
Reference दसूरी अव था म फेफड़ म कफ भर जाता है । (second stage in lungs inside Cough fills up)
Baseline दसूरी टेज म दसूरी ि थित म ले मा भर जाता है । (second stage in second stage in mucus fills up)
+Setp≥0.5 खाँसी के प म कफ को एकितर्त होता है । (cough of form in cough collected is .)
+Setp=1.0 दसूरे चरण म कफ को अ दर चला जाता है । (second stage in cough inside goes . )
+Setall दसूरे चरण म फेफड़ के अंदर कफ भर जाता है । (second stage in lungs inside cough fills up)

English → Hindi (Tourism)
Source The idol of the God is made of black stone .
Reference भगवान की मिूत काले प थर से िनिमत है । (God of idol black stone of made is .)
Baseline देवता की पर्ितमा काले प थर की बनी है । (God of idol black stone of made is .)
+Setp≥0.5 देवता की मिूत काले प थर की बनी है । (God of idol black stone of made is .)
+Setp=1.0 देवता की मिूत काले प थर की बनी है । (God of idol black stone of made is .)
+Setall भगवान मिूत की पर्ितमा काले प थर से बनी है । (God idol of idol black stone of made is .)

Hindi → Bengali (Health)
Source 30 िडगर्ी से कम तापमान होने पर वचा नीली पड़ जाती है ।
Translation If the temperature is less than 30 degrees, the skin becomes blue.
Reference তাপমা রা ৩০ িডি রর কম হওয়ার ফেল বক নীল হেয় যায় ৷ (temperature 30 degree less is due skin blue turns . )
Baseline ৩০ িডি র থেক কম তাপমা রা লাগার ফেল বক সের যায় ৷ (30 degree than less temperature feel due skin cured gets

.)
+Setp≥0.5 ৩০ িডি ররও কম তাপমা রা হেল বক নীল হেয় যায় ৷ (30 degree less temperature is skin blue turns .)
+Setp=1.0 ৩০ িডি ররও কম তাপমা রা হওয়ার ফেল বক নীল হেয় যায় ৷ (30 degree less temperature is due skin blue turns .)
+Setall ৩০ িডি র থেক কম তাপমা রা হেল বক নীল হেয় যায় ৷ (30 degree than less temperature is skin blue becomes .)

Hindi → Bengali (Tourism)
Source सफदरजंग रोड पर इंिदरा गाँधी मेमोिरयल है , जहाँ उनकी ह या हुई थी ।
Translation Indira Gandhi Memorial at Safdarjung Road, where she was killed.
Reference সফদরগ রােডর উপর ইি রা গা ী মেমািরয়াল আেছ , যখােন ওনার হ যা হেয়িছল ৷ (Safdarjung road on Indira Gandhi

memorial is , where her murder was .)
Baseline মাঝীর অভয়ারে য ইি রা গা ী গালাকার ভবন আেছ যখােন ওনার রিতমােক এখােন রিতি ত হয় ׀ (Majhir sanctuary in Indira

Gandhi rounded building is where her idol here established was .)
+Setp≥0.5 সফদরগে র রােড ইি রা গা ী মেমািরয়াল আেছ , যখােন তার উতসব িছল ৷ (Safdarjung on road Indira Gandhi memorial

is , where her festival was . )
+Setp=1.0 সফরদরজ রােড ইি রা গা ী মেমািরয়ালআেছ , যখােন তার মিহমা রচার হয় ৷ (Safdarjung on road Indira Gandhi memorial

is ,where her greatness promoted is .)
+Setall সফরদরজ রােড ইি রা গা ী মেমািরয়াল আেছ , যখােন ওনার রভািবত হেয়িছল ৷ (Safdarjung on road Indira Gandhi memo-

rial is , where her affected was .)
Hindi → Bengali (Tourism)

Source चंडीगढ़ म आप नेकचंद के रॉकगाडन के अलावा रोज गाडन , सुखना लेक तथा यिूनविसटी की खबूसरूती का नजारा ले
सकते ह ।

Translation In Chandigarh, you can take a look at the beauty of Rose Garden, Shushana Lake and University
besides the Rock Garden of Nekchand .

Reference চ ীগেড় আপিন নকচে র রকগােডন ছাডা়ও রাজ গােডন , সখুনা লক , এবং ইউিনভািসিটর সৗ য উপেভাগ করেত পারেবন ׀ (Chandigarh
you Nekchand’s RockGardens besides rose garden , Sukhna lake , and university’s beauty enjoy can
.)

Baseline ঘারার মত ছাদওয়ালা পাওয়া যােব িভডভ়াড় , সখুনা লক এবং কে র সৗ যেক আন উপেভাগ করেত পারেবন ৷ ( Roam to rooftop
found be rush, Sukhna lake and room’s beauty enjoy can .)

+Setp≥0.5 গরেমর সমেয় ান করার জ য রাজ গােডন , সখুনা লক এবং ইউিনভািসিট বেল মেন করেত পােরন ৷ (summer during bathing for
rose garden , Sukhna lake and university to be think .)

+Setp=1.0 কালকাতায় আপিন বারেমর পাক ছাডা়ও রাজ গােডন , সখুনা লক এবং পা ার সৗ েযর দ ৃ য উপেভাগ করেত পােরন ৷ (in Kolkata you
Barmer park besides rose garden and panda’s beauty view enjoy can . )

+Setall দীঘায় আপিন নকচা ছাডা়ও রাজ গােডন , সখুনা এবং ইউিনভািসিট অেনক সৗ েযর দ ৃ য উপেভাগ করেত পােরন ৷ (in Digha you
Nekchand besides rose garden , Sukhna and university many beauty view enjoy can . )
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Table 10: Some translation outputs by different transformer-based models. Word-
to-word English translation is shown in brackets.

Hindi → Bengali (Tourism)

Source सफदरजंग रोड पर इंिदरा गाँधी मेमोिरयल है , जहाँ उनकी ह या हुई थी ।
Translation Indira Gandhi Memorial at Safdarjung Road, where she was mur-

dered.
Reference সফদরগ রােডর উপর ইি রা গা ী মেমািরয়াল আেছ , যখােন ওনার হ যা হেয়িছল ৷

(Safdarjung road on Indira Gandhi memorial is , where her murder
was .)

Baseline লােকাট রােডর উপর ইি রা গা ী মেমািরয়াল আেছ যখােন তাঁর িদ যশি যু লীলা িছল ৷
Lakot road on Indira Gandhi memorial is , where her divine power
play was .)

+Setp≥0.5 সফরদরজ রােডর উপর অবি ত ইি রা গা ী মেমািরয়াল আেছ যখােন ওনার পরম ােনর
উপলিধ হেয়িছল ৷
(Safdarjung road on Indira Gandhi memorial is , where her perfec-
tion realized was .)

+Setp=1 সফরদরজ রােড ইি রা গা ী মেমািরয়াল আেছ , যখােন ওনার হ যা কেরন ৷
(Safdarjung road on Indira Gandhi memorial is , where she mur-
dered was .)

+Setall সফরদরজ রােড ইি রা গা ী মেমািরয়াল আেছ যখােন ওনার হ যা করা হয় ৷
(Safdarjung road on Indira Gandhi memorial is where she murdered
was .)

8 Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we have proposed an approach for training an NMT model using a
small parallel corpus. Our approach uses the phrase pairs extracted from the original
training corpus as feedback to NMT training. We followed the attention-based GRU
and transformer architectures for experiments. However, the proposed approach is
not specific to these architecture only. It can also be applied to the other NMT
architectures as well. We used publicly available English-Hindi and Hindi-Bengali
parallel corpora in three and two domains, respectively, for the evaluation. We also
applied our proposed approach to an interesting translation task that focused on
old to modern English translation. We found that the proposed method signifi-
cantly improves over the baseline system when we have far from sufficient amount
of parallel corpus. Improvement in BLEU is approximately 1.38-15.36 points. For
old-to-modern English translation we observed significant improvement of approx-
imately 18 BLEU points over the baseline model.
In future, our main focus will study the effect of phrase augmentation for language

pairs with bigger (sufficient) corpora – if extracted phrases help or they are just
redundant.
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